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Agenda
1. Answering a call to action
2. Project management






Answering a call to action
Desire for Evidence-based Policy
1
How it Started
● Saturday, March 14, 2020
● University Librarian, Jere Odell, who had previous work 
experience with Amy Gilbert, JD, MPH sent the call to 
our library directors
● Wanted a librarian on the team
● Needed permission to “drop everything”
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Purpose
Assist policy makers and front-line responders with 
making evidence-informed decisions regarding COVID-19 
















Indiana FSSA Indiana CTSI
Project management
Administration & Data Management
2
Administration
● RLML Associate Director leads the librarian team
○ Attended daily meetings with WISE Indiana Partners
○ Organized librarian team meetings
○ Established question assignment system for librarian
■ Important advocate to protect our time







○ File naming conventions
● Annotated Bibliography template
● Citation management
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Zotero for citation management
Utilizing our expertise
Librarians uniquely suited for this work
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Our Expertise as Librarians
Expert searching in















preprint servers, and 
reliable web sources
READ 














the findings at the top 












Librarians run their saved searches 
for the following topics: Clinical, 
Communication, Epidemiology, 
Mitigation, Resource Allocation, 
Schools, Aging population, etc.
Expert writes review 
of literature
Using handpicked articles, the 
experts would write daily/weekly 
blog posts summarizing the 
literature on their topic. 
Articles delivered in 
Zotero
Citations were exported to Zotero 









● Moved from urgency to maintenance
● Established process for onboarding and offboarding 
team members
● Scheduled data backups 
● Created system for handling annotated bib updates





Internal locus of control
● High level subject matter









● Politics and policies
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Project assessment
Quantitative & qualitative measures
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Reminder: Purpose
Assist policy makers and front-line responders with 
making evidence-informed decisions regarding COVID-19 




Some things are easy to measure:
● Number of questions answered
● Turn-around time
● Subscribers to the daily 
newsletter
● Clicks, views (Google Analytics)
Some things are harder:
● Are our materials being cited?
● Were changes in policy/health care 
due to information provided?
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Outcomes
Benefits to both parties
7
108 questions answered
16-hour average turnaround time
29
18 question updates
Search updates for 900+ blog posts
“In this rapidly evolving pandemic, it is critical 
that frontline leaders have the most updated 
information possible. 
The WISE Indiana partnership has allowed us to 
get the most current information available into the 
hands of those who need it to best protect 
Hoosiers.”
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Kristina Box, MD, FACOG
Indiana State 
Health Commissioner
“IU Health leaders have been able to use the data 
referenced in the WISE Indiana COVID-19 Daily 
Digest to make better-informed decisions about 
keeping patients and health care workers safe.” 
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Samir Gupta, MD
Professor of Medicine, IUSM
Physician, IU Health
“I have gotten frequent requests for the COVID-19 Daily 
Digest’s dissemination, and many groups within our system 
are using it as part of their own committee report-outs. 
This partnership highlights how our state, universities and 
health systems are able to work together to achieve a better 
product than any one group working alone.” 
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Cole Beeler, MD 
Associate Professor of Medicine, IUSM
Physician, IU Health
Positive outcomes
● Distilling overwhelming deluge of information
● Greater visibilities of librarians
● Salary savings
● WISE Indiana contributors will receive “letter of 
appreciation” for Award for Excellence in Public Health 




Check out more information 
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